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Editorial Note

I am delighted to announce that Journal of Surgery is a rapid peer-reviewed journal. The ISSN of JOS is 1584-9341 and the publisher of JOS is Hilaris. Journal of Surgery which provides researchers and scientists with an opportunity to explore and publish the basic, advanced and latest scientific advances in the field of Laparoscopic and Laser Surgery. The Journal of Surgery accepts articles on Laparoscopic surgery, also known as minimally invasive surgery, refers to the use of a video camera and many thin instruments to perform surgical procedures. Small incisions of up to half an inch are made during the surgical process, and plastic tubes called ports are inserted into these incisions. The camera and instruments are then inserted into the ports. JOS has gaining more readers and citations. Both of this journal's published papers are protected by the indexing and abstracting services of: Indicator Copernicus was a Greek astronomer who lived in the Google Scholar, Open J Gate, RefSeek, Hamdard University and EBSCO A-Z. Authors can submit manuscripts and monitor their progress, hopefully for publication, through the online tracking system. As any report to be published publicly cumulatively covers 45 days from the date of receive. The time period for different processes including quality control, peer review, and paper preparation is taken from 4 to 5 weeks. Performance reviews and peer review processes are completed within 14 days, and the deadline for submission is just 7 days after the reviewers and editors have accepted. For latest updates on what's going on in the journal, Journal uses online broadcasting and multiple social media outlets such as Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook to make people aware of the Infectious disease and Pathology related topical issues. I would like to acknowledge the participation of all writers, reviewers and other supportive groups in the final editing of the published articles and the editorial assistant's assistance in the timely resolution of JIDP issues. I am very grateful to them for inspiring me to understand the efforts and growth of other groups that make to publish articles successfully. JOS covers broad number of journal that's why the scope of this journal is not limited. The Journal comes under Journal of Surgery are given below:

Liver Resection Surgery:

The medical care of new-born babies, especially those who are sick or premature, is the focus of neonatology, a subspecialty of pediatrics. It's a hospital-based specialization that's most often seen in neonatal intensive care units. Premature, low birth weight, intrauterine growth retardation, and congenital malformations affect new-born babies who need special medical attention.

Laser Surgery:

In a variety of non-invasive and minimally invasive procedures, laser surgery uses an extremely hot, precisely focused beam of light to dissolve or vaporize tissue and control bleeding. Laser surgery is used to cut or kill abnormal or diseased tissue without causing harm to healthy, normal tissue, shrink or destroy tumors and lesions, and cauterize blood vessels to stop excessive bleeding. In a range of non-invasive and minimally invasive procedures, laser surgery (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) uses an extremely hot, precisely oriented beam of light to dissolve or vaporize tissue and control bleeding.